
Crazy Catapults
Enrichment Day 11/2/17



Materials:
● Copies of note page
● 5 catapults
● A variety of objects to fling
● Marker chips
● Blue tape
● Visual Timer
● Measuring tape/meter sticks
● Containers with point values
● targets



What’s a catapult?
Note Page:



What are my catapult challenges?
Challenge 1:  Go the Distance!!!!            

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R3XMCsWnhqA 

Who can fling their object the farthest?  

You have 8 minutes to experiment with different settings and objects to see who 
can fling their object the farthest.  Once you have determined your settings and 
object, teams will each get 2 trials and measure how far their payload traveled.  
Measure the distance from the front of your catapult to the point where your 
object first hit the ground.

Units:  meters and centimeters.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R3XMCsWnhqA


Distance Challenge Extension:  (aligns with gr.4 module 2)
1. Try converting all measurements into cm. 
2. Determine the winning team 2 ways:

a. Which team that had the single farthest fling?  
b. Which team had the largest combined total?  

3. Compute the difference between your team’s 2 trials.
4. Make a double bar graph to show each team’s 2 trials.
5. Compute the range, or the difference, between the shortest distance and the 

longest distance.
6. Discuss:  

a. What effect did the different settings on your catapult have on the distance your payload 
traveled?  

b. Which payloads traveled the farthest? Why?





Challenge 2:  Right on Target!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pR9V8bNw4DY

You have 5 minutes to figure out how to hit a target.  The catapult that can hit 
closest to the bull’s eye wins!

The only rule?  You have to release from behind the line, and your target has to 
be set up anywhere on the carpet. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pR9V8bNw4DY


Challenge 3:  Play for POints!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4IkDObNPelE (start at 11:48...bucket of 
bouncy balls!)

You have 5 minutes to launch as much payload as you can into containers with 
different point values.  The catapult that gets the most points wins!

The only rule?  All targets are to be set up on the carpet.  All catapults must be 
set up outside of the line.

CO-OP MODE for 3rd grade fact practice:  Find the total points of all teams 
using multiplication!  For example, 3 payload in a 5 point container = 3 x 5 = 15 
points

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4IkDObNPelE


carpet

1 meter



Challenge 4:  Free play!

The only rule:  Be Safe! And Have Fun!!!!


